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ABSTRACT
The use of public and private 3rd party ISP and cellular networks presents a dilemma for critical
infrastructure asset owners, whether the industry is finance, energy, utilities, manufacturing, health care,
transportation, etc. Leveraging 3rd party networks brings a substantial set of risks and challenges, but the
promise of reduced costs and rapid deployment are attractive. Some enterprises have made the decision
to use 3rd party backhaul networks for SCADA, remote monitoring, remote access, and alarm systems.
This alternative presents a myriad of integration options with the service providers. Other enterprises
view these 3rd party networks as a non-starter, and instead opt to deploy and manage an independent
network infrastructure for these functions. This talk will explore the tradeoffs between these two
approaches, particularly with respect to operational integrity, availability, and security. We will discuss
the points of contention and best-practice approaches towards achieving the right balance in these
network provider partnerships.
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